If you are a:

- **Senior**:
  - Interested in funding for:
    - International (or US) Graduate Study
    - International post-grad experience
    - International Summer experience
    - STEM only
    - Public Service
    - Domestic or International Project
    -If you are a: Fulbright*, Luce*, Princeton in Africa^, Princeton in Asia^, Princeton in Latin America^
    - If you are a: National Science Foundation*, Churchill* (3.8+), Hertz^
    - If you are a: Pickering (3.2+), Rangel Graduate (3.2+), Gaither Junior Fellows^, Boren*
    - If you are a: President’s Engagement Prize^, President’s Innovation Prize^, Davis Projects for Peace^, Huntington^

- **Junior**:
  - Interested in funding for:
    - International (or US) Graduate Study
    - International post-grad experience
    - International Summer experience
    - STEM only
    - Public Service
    - Domestic or International Project
    - If you are a: Fulbright* (Rhodes^, Marshall*, Mitchell*, Gates (all 3.7+)), Fulbright*, Schwarzman^, Thouron Award, DAAD*, St. Andrews*, Trudeau^, Yenching^, Michel David Weill*, Soros^ (US), Knight-Hennessy^ (US)
    - If you are a: Humanity in Action^, Critical Language Scholarship
    - If you are a: Goldwater^ (3.8+)
    - If you are a: Truman*, Udall^, Boren*, Rangel Summer (3.2+), PPIA^
    - If you are a: Davis Projects for Peace^, Hassenfeld^, Mazzatenta^

- **Sophomore**:
  - Interested in funding for:
    - International Summer experience
    - STEM only
    - Public Service
    - Domestic or International Project
    - If you are a: Fulbright-UK Summer Institutes (3.7+), Humanity in Action^, Critical Language Scholarship
    - If you are a: Goldwater^ (3.8+)
    - If you are a: Udall^, Boren*, Rangel Summer (3.2+)
    - If you are a: Davis Projects for Peace^, Hassenfeld^, Mazzatenta^

- **Freshman**:
  - Interested in funding for:
    - International Summer experience
    - Domestic or International Project
    - If you are a: Fulbright-UK Summer Institutes (3.7+), Critical Language Scholarship
    - If you are a: Davis Projects for Peace^, Hassenfeld^